For many enterprises, moving on-premises applications to the cloud is a smart way to increase agility and cut costs. But how do you take advantage of the cloud without losing visibility and giving up control of your sensitive corporate information?

Symantec Data Loss Prevention (DLP) for Cloud Storage and Cloud Prevent for Microsoft Office 365 solve this problem by providing robust discovery, monitoring and protection capabilities for your cloud-based storage and email.

• **Symantec DLP for Cloud Storage** enables secure collaboration and gives you deep visibility into all of the sensitive files that business users are storing and sharing on Box.

• **Symantec DLP Cloud Prevent for Microsoft Office 365** enables you to confidently migrate your email to the cloud by seamlessly integrating with Office 365: Exchange Online, and gives you deep visibility and control of sensitive email sent by business users.

All Symantec DLP products include a unified management console and robust reporting tools that make it easy for you to centrally manage data loss policies, remediate incidents, and measure the value of DLP.

**Cloud Storage**

DLP for Cloud Storage provides powerful content discovery capabilities so you can easily scan Box Business and Enterprise accounts. It gives you deep visibility into what sensitive corporate information is being stored, how it’s being used, and with whom it’s being shared. DLP for Cloud Storage even engages users to self-remediate policy violations by placing visual tags on Box files and enabling incident remediation from an intuitive online portal, the Symantec DLP Self-Service Portal.

**Key features**

• Granularly control the use of Box files with advanced content-aware detection technologies like describing, fingerprinting and learning

• Enable user self-remediation from Box and the DLP Self-Service Portal

• Easily manage cloud data loss policies and automatically remediate incidents – all from an intuitive management console (Symantec DLP Enforce).

**Cloud Prevent**

DLP Cloud Prevent for Office 365 enables you to accelerate cloud email adoption by providing robust content monitoring and protection capabilities for Exchange Online. With Cloud Prevent, you can detect sensitive corporate information and take the right action at the right time by notifying users of policy violations; redirecting email to an encryption gateway for secure delivery; or blocking email in real-time to prevent the loss of critical data. Cloud Prevent offers flexible deployment on-premises or in a hosted environment through Rackspace.

**Key features**

• Granularly control the use of cloud email with advanced content-aware detection technologies like describing, fingerprinting and learning

• Seamlessly integrate with Symantec’s Email Security.cloud services for final email delivery.

• Easily manage cloud data loss policies and automatically remediate incidents – all from an intuitive management console (Symantec DLP Enforce Platform).

**Unified Management and Reporting**

As your data spreads across a wider range of devices and storage environments, the ability to consistently define and enforce policies becomes even more critical. Symantec DLP features a unified management console, the DLP Enforce Platform, and a business intelligence reporting tool, IT Analytics for DLP, which allows you to write policies once and
then enforce them everywhere, and measurably reduce information risks. With DLP Enforce and IT Analytics, you can:

- Use a single web-based console to define data loss policies, review and remediate incidents, and perform system administration across all of your endpoints, mobile devices, cloud-based services, and on-premise network and storage systems.
- Take advantage of more than 60 pre-built policy templates and a convenient policy builder to get your DLP solution up and running quickly.
- Leverage robust workflow and remediation capabilities to streamline and automate incident response processes.
- Apply business intelligence to your DLP efforts with a sophisticated analytics tool that provides advanced reporting and ad-hoc analysis capabilities. This includes the ability to extract and summarize system data into multi-dimensional cubes—and then create relevant reports, dashboards, and scorecards for different stakeholders in your organization.

DLP Enforce makes sure you can apply consistent policies and take appropriate actions to keep your information safe and protected.

**Start Protecting Your Information Today**

Symantec is ready to help you extend your security and compliance policies beyond the borders of your firewall, so you can discover, monitor, and protect your information more completely and effectively. It offers you the lowest total cost of ownership -- with proven deployment methodologies, intuitive policy and incident management tools, and comprehensive coverage across all of your high-risk channels.

Visit go.symantec.com/dlp to learn more—and discover the advantages of a comprehensive information protection solution that's built for today's mobile, cloud-centered world.

---

**System Requirements**

Symantec DLP for Cloud Storage and Cloud Prevent for Office 365 consist of a unified management platform and content-aware detection servers. They offer you flexible deployment options: on-premises, hybrid cloud, managed service (through a Symantec DLP Specialized Partner). Unlike other solutions, Symantec DLP is proven to work in highly distributed environments and scale up to hundreds of thousands of users and devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Red Hat Enterprise Linux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VMware ESX and ESXi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>2 X 3.0 GHz CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>6 to 8GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>140GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>1 Copper or Fiber 1GB/100MB Ethernet NIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Oracle 11g Standard Edition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**More Information**

Visit our website
http://go.symantec.com/dlp

**To speak with a Product Specialist in the U.S.**
Call toll-free 1 (800) 745 6054

**To speak with a Product Specialist outside the U.S.**
For specific country offices and contact numbers, please visit our website.